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“Enjoying the sunrise?!”

Thirty-nine zero stunned, and at the same time full of excitement asked,“Sir is this really
happening?!”

Charlie nodded: “I just said, in the future, I will make sure that the dead soldiers, Can take turns
to go to the ground at any time of the day. Right now this is the first time, prioritize those children
who have never seen the sun, moon, and stars.”

Thirty-nine zero was excited, but suddenly remembered something and asked Charlie,“Sir, at
this time it is still dark outside?”

“Yes.” Charlie said, “In another half hour, it will be light.”

Thirty-nine Zero looked at the dense lights on the ceiling and sighed,

“It seems that our day and night inside are diametrically opposed to the outside.”

Charlie smiled faintly: “They don’t want you to calculate the dates in real life,So naturally they
will invert and distort the time here with reality.”

After saying that, Charlie added: “But you don’t have to worry,From today onwards, the day and
night here will be the same as outside,I will have someone prepare clocks for you,And from now
on your dates and times will be completely synchronized with real life.”

Thirty-nine zero gratefully and respectfully said, “Thank you, sir!”

Charlie said, “By the way, there is another task for you.”

Thirty-nine Zero said, “Sir, please give the orders!”

Charlie seriously said, “Starting tomorrow, you have to divide your people, into three groups,”

“The number of people in each group will be about a thousand, And then from each group,
select one hundred and thirty laborers to continue, To participate in the daily production of
copper mines.”

Saying that Charlie turned around and said to Leroy," the Cavalry guard who was following
behind him, For the sake of fairness, for the Cavalry guard, it is also the same, Let the three
banners within the left center and right select about twenty laborers each, And participate in the
work together with the laborers selected by the dead soldiers.”



Leroy said without thinking, “Sir, don’t worry, I will do it later!”

Charlie instructed again, “The work adopts an eight-hour time period,”

“Three-shift work system with one-off, so this requires that when the internal people are
selected,”

“At least one more shift has to be selected so that the shifts within each group are rotated,”

“To ensure that everyone gets a good rest.”

“No problem!” Leroy said, “The production scale of this copper mine is not that big,”

“There are only a hundred people who started working at the same time,”

“The dead soldiers and Cavalry guards combined are almost four thousand people,”

“It’s still easy to deal with this amount of work.”
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Charlie nodded and said, “We let them participate in the work, not to exploit their labor,”

“But to maintain the normal operation of this copper mine,Not to let the Warriors Den notice any
abnormalities, So you two tell all the laborers involved in the work, As long as they participate in
the labor, I will settle their salaries, According to double the normal treatment of mine workers in
Cyprus,When the time comes to use the dollar settlement.”

Leroy and Thirty-Nine Zero looked at each other, and Leroy said,“Sir, money is not necessary
…… you have helped us so much,”

“You are our great benefactor, how can we take your money again,”

“And the ore produced by this copper mine is given to the Warriors Den,”

“The settlement money also can not enter your pocket,”

“Is it not the same as purely throwing money?”

“Yes ……” thirty-nine zero also hurriedly echoed:

“Sir, we can not let you throw money, secondly, The money for us is of no use at all,”

“If you give us that money it is like a pile of waste paper,”



“It is better for you to keep this money,”

“And also for the future eradication of the Warriors Den……”

Charlie waved his hand and said very firmly, “Labor must be paid, this is the development of
mankind to date,One of the several unchanging truths, this money you can save,Can also use it
to buy some of your favorite things, But as thirty-nine zero just said, for security reasons,
Certainly not let everyone take the money to go out and spend freely,But I will let people give a
list of commonly used goods, Then send the list to everyone, and if you need let the Dragon Hall
be responsible for purchasing and then use hidden means to transport it here, and hand it to
everyone,What I can promise is that the Dragon Hall will never earn any difference in price.”

Leroy and Thirty-Nine Zero were both a bit stunned.

They didn’t expect that Charlie would intend to use the Dragon Hall to help them with their
simple shopping problems, which obviously sounded a bit too much.

However, when they thought that they would really be able to purchase various things from the
outside world for themselves and their families with the money by earning from the daily work,
they could not help but look forward to it.

Especially thirty-nine zero, he does not have as much freedom as Leroy.

After all,Leroy was already the flag commander of the Cavalry Guards, Although the flag
commander is also not paid, But at least they live above ground, the knowledge of the world is
much better.

Thirty-nine zero had to let his son understand that the earth is a sphere, and continued to
explain to him for several years of time.

However, his son had not yet gone out on a mission,and had never seen the outside world, and
Thirty-Nine Zero himself could not even get a globe, So there were no reasonable ways to make
his son understand this simplest of truths.

Once the kind of model Charlie said was implemented, he earned money, even only a few
dollars,

He can buy a globe to explain to his son what the world really looks like.
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All the children’s eyes, at this time, were attracted by that soaring golden thing!



As the arc of the rising sun became larger and larger, Ten thousand feet of golden light dyed the
entire sky, along with the entire sea, getting golden.

The sky is full of haze, and the sea is sparkling!

With this rising sun, the skyline light is slightly distorted, It looks like more than a few dreamy
feelings.

Children, as well as those parents who take care of young children, are looking frozen.

Even if the light has become more and more blinding, But no one wants to blink their eyelids.

Those mothers of young children, and those who are still in adolescence, Subconsciously with
their best buddies held tightly together,
They alone or in groups of three or five have been unable to control the tears.

Now the scene in front of them is the first time they have been living underground, And they are
racking their brains to think about the past years, But also simply can not think of a reason to
explain this feeling.

Soon, the round golden sun has completely broken out of the sea level, Looking at the world,
bathed in the first sunlight.

For the hundreds of millions of ordinary people living in this time zone, This is just a normal and
ordinary day.

But for these seven hundred children, this moment is the brand new beginning of their lives!

Charlie looked at the hundreds of young faces illuminated by the sunlight in front of him,

And said to Leroy, Thirty Nine Zero, and Wesley beside him, “Before today, their lives were a
long eternal night, After today, they have a real light!”

After saying that, he suddenly made a decision and said in a stern voice, “From today on, don’t
let these children practice martial arts anymore!”

“If anyone really wants to learn,”

“It’s not too late to learn after they reach the age of eighteen!”

Thirty-nine zero subconsciously said, “Sir, If they wait until they are eighteen before they start
learning martial arts, I think it will be too late ……”



“Late?” Charlie coldly snorted: “If you really want to learn, any day is not late!”

“If you do not let them practice martial arts it is to make their childhood what it really should be
like,”

“This was something designed for them by Warriors Den based on their own interests.”

“Besides, if our generation can eradicate the Warriors Den,”

“What need is there for these children to learn martial arts?”

“Instead of practicing martial arts, they should get out of here,”

“Settle down with their parents in a peaceful and stable country,”

“Study hard, get into a good university, study a profession they are interested in,”

“And then find a job that will allow them to start a family and create their own value in society!”

“This, for them, is the best choice!”
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Thirty-nine Zero then realized that his thinking was still stuck in the previous mode.

Before Charlie appeared, the only thing the dead soldiers could do,Was to improve their abilities
as much as possible,To become Cavalry guards as much as possible,And after becoming
Cavalry guards, to have more children to ensure that their offspring had a “scholar”, So as to get
away from the life of fighting and killing.

However, the situation has changed.

These children do not need to work hard to become a “scholar”.

As long as they can go with Charlie, will completely eradicate the Warriors Den,

Their children, all can become real scholars!

Thinking of this, thirty-nine said with more than tears,“Thank you, sir, for your great kindness,
your generosity is immense, The dead soldiers will never forget it!”

Charlie patted his shoulder, turned to Wesley, and said, “Wesley, from the Dragon Hall, find a
few female warriors with higher education, Let them come here regularly to teach the children,



They will use regular teaching materials, in addition to preparing a set of projection equipment
down there, Every day to show the children some films that can let them quickly understand the
world, understand the history and the present.”

Saying that he continued: “Right, there is the Internet, move a network cable in,”

“Prepare some computers, so that the children know what is the Internet,”

“But the Internet for the time being can not let the children themselves on the hands,”

“After all, we must be careful not to accidentally leak information, or else the Warriors Den will
find it.”

Wesley said without thinking,

“Mr. Wade don’t worry, I will arrange all of them properly!”

Charlie nodded gently and said to Thirty-Nine Zero,

“In another twenty minutes, take the children down first,”

“Then come to the meeting room, we will have a meeting together.”

Thirty-nine Zero immediately said respectfully, “Yes sir!”

Charlie didn’t talk anymore, but took Wesley and the others and came to the conference room
first.

Right now, the sky is already blue, and the supplies that the ship had delivered to the copper
mine last night had been quietly transported long before dawn,

And now the loading of copper ore was being carried out at the pier,

And once the loading was finished,

It was time for the Reverend, as the special envoy, to return to the ship.

Charlie needs to smooth out all the links and solve all the hidden problems before this,

Only in this way can he ensure that after the Reverend leaves, he will not reveal anything in
Turkey.

As for how to make Reverend not reveal the clues, Charlie also has a new idea of his own.



In the past, the reason he did not use psychological suggestions too often,

This is because it has a very serious drawback, once the target person is in a controlled state,

His behavior, and reaction will seem a little slow, And a discerning eye can see at a glance that
something is wrong.
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The Reverend's situation was the same.

Even more tricky.

The main reason is that these middle and high-level members in the Warriors Den are not weak.

The masters of the dark realm already see all directions and listen to all directions.

If Reverend shows too many abnormalities, once he arrives in Turkey, When he meets his
superiors, he will definitely be seen.

Therefore, Charlie planned to play tricks.

So, he called the Reverend and asked, “Reverend, Let me ask you, besides you and your
assistant, are there any other people from Turkey who came here?”

“No.” Reverend Shaking his head said respectfully:

“I am a permanent special envoy, mainly responsible for the transport of materials between the
two points.”

Charlie asked again: “There will be no one with a higher rank than you coming here to check the
situation?”

The Reverend shook his head and said: “In order to avoid exposing the senior management,
The organization’s consistent attitude is to contact one person and one line, And no other
executives will be sent to participate in this process.”

“That’s good.” Charlie was more at ease in his heart, and asked him:“As long as you tell your
superiors that everything is normal here, They will also accept it. They won’t be too suspicious,
right?”

Reverend nodded and said, “Normally, that’s the case, But I still need to combine some of the
surveillance videos here.”



“Before I leave, I will take the surveillance hard drive back to them,”

“And let them Copy the video from the hard disk and analyze it.”

Charlie asked him: “Who will analyze it?”

The Reverend said: “There should be a dedicated security team in charge for this purpose.”

Charlie turned to Wesley: “Wesley, can the surveillance video be tampered with?”

Wesley nodded and said: “It’s too simple, my team can modify the surveillance video frame by
frame,”

“And make sure that the other party does not see any clues.”

“Okay.” Charlie nodded slightly, then turned to Leroy and said, “Copy out the monitoring before
this morning and let him take it away,”

“And after Wesley’s team deals with it later, the Reverend will take it away.”

Leroy hurriedly said: “Okay sir!”

Charlie asked Reverend again: “If you tell your superior that everything is normal here,”

“And the surveillance video shows nothing abnormal,”

“Will your superior still ask you for more information? Details?”

“No.” Reverend shook his head and said, “He also has very little communication with me,”

“And we rarely see each other.”

“If I say that everything is normal, he will report that to the superior.”

With that said, Reverend further explained: “Inside the organization,”

“Due to the high toxicity in the body and the fact that everyone needs an antidote,”

“The organization has never had any deviation in its control over us,”

“So the organization has always focused on preventing The outside world from spying on the
secrets of the Warriors Den,”

“But they are not too worried that there will be traitors inside the Warriors Den.”



“After all, everyone’s life is in the hands of the Warriors Den,”

“And no one will go against it, even if it is to go out to execute a mission no one will dare to
escape,”

“After all, not only their own lives are in the hands of the organization,”

“But also the lives of their family members.”

Charlie nodded, it seems that Warriors Den is very confident with their antidote,”

“And they don’t think there is any anyone who can crack the antidote.”

Thinking of this, there was only one last thing left for him to do,

Which was to give Reverend a new “psychological suggestion”.

This new “psychological suggestion” is more complex, powerful, and skillful.

This will be his trump card to solve the last problem.

Thinking of this, he called Reverend to the office,

And when there were only two people in the office, he sent more aura into his body.

Afterward, Charlie stared at Reverend, and said in a cold voice:

“Reverend, remember! From now on, as long as you get off the boat and enter the premises of
this copper mine,”

“You will remember me and meet me.”

“Remember that I am your only master, and then you stay here honestly,”

“And after my people make all the preparations,”

“You will return to the freighter as if nothing happened, do you understand?”

The Reverend nodded without hesitation and said: “Subordinate understand !”

Chapter 5028



Charlie changed the subject, and said again: “However, once you get on the boat,”

“You will temporarily forget me as a person, and that I am your only master,”

“And forget that I just gave you a psychological suggestion,”

“And in your subconscious mind, you only need to firmly believe in one thing, that is:”

“You have completed all the work in the copper mine,”

“And firmly believe that everything inside the copper mine is going well without any
abnormalities!”

“Except for this point Other than that, you follow your true nature in everything,”

“Be the special envoy when you should be the special envoy,”

“Practice your martial arts when you should practice your martial arts,”

“Play with your male fav0rite when you should play, you act as the original, and it is what it is!
Can you understand me?”

Charlie’s words made Reverend feel a little short-circuited.

However, after a few seconds, he figured out the content of Charlie’s hint.

In fact, Charlie just wanted to give him a hint, a trigger condition.

When Reverend was not here, Charlie didn’t need him to be used by him,

Nor did he need him to keep thinking that he was his master.

What Charlie needs is that when the Reverend is not here, he is still himself.

He doesn’t remember that he has any master, nor does he remember that he was given
psychological hints,

So as to ensure that he has no influence in front of other people.

And once he got off the boat and in the copper mines, the real strong cues kicked in.

In this way, it can be ensured that Reverend will become a tool man as soon as he arrives here,

And when he leaves this place, he can return to normal and be himself.



The only difference is that in the deepest part of his subconscious,

Charlie gave him a hidden hint, firmly believing that there is nothing abnormal here.

This order is extremely simple, and it doesn’t require Reverend to think about it,

Nor does he need to deal with any other variables for it.

Therefore, the impact of this deep psychological suggestion on Reverend will also be reduced to
a limit.

What’s more, Charlie also specifically hinted that he should follow his true colors,

So that it would be more difficult for others to see the clues.

However, apart from Reverend, Charlie also controlled his favorite on the boat last night.

Right now, the same psychological hint needs to be given to that man as well.

So, he said to Reverend, “Go to the boat and bring your male pet over. I have something to tell
him.”

“Okay.” Reverend nodded without thinking, and then immediately opened the door and went out.

Just after Reverend left, Charlie called Wesley, Leroy, 390, 547, and Wesley’s master Jackson
to the office.

After everyone came in, Charlie said: “Everyone, I have already solved Reverend’s problem.”

“In the future, as long as he is still a special envoy, he can temporarily avoid the monitoring of
the Warriors Den.”

“However, once this matter changes, I am afraid that this base will be in danger,”

“And everyone will have to evacuate from Cyprus immediately before the Warriors Den has
mobilized enough troops to attack.”

Leroy asked respectfully: “Sir, all of us add up to more than four thousand,”

“If we really need to evacuate, where can we evacuate to?”

Charlie smiled slightly and said with relief: “Don’t worry about this,”



“The Dragon Hall is on the other side of this coast in Syria and is building a base that can
accommodate 100,000 people.”

“If necessary, I will ask him to transfer everyone to Syria.”

Wesley said at this time: “Don’t worry, everyone, Dragon Hall maneuvers from Syria,”

“And the response speed is much faster than Warriors Den maneuvers from other places.”

“Moreover, judging from the current global mobility of the Warriors Den,”

“The number of dead soldiers they can mobilize around the world in a single day cannot exceed
2,000.”

Wesley said this with confidence.

The strength of the Warriors Den is indeed very strong, and its influence spreads all over the
world.

However, if they really want to concentrate their efforts on doing big things,

They are definitely not as good as Dragon Hall in this regard.

Even if it is a country whose military strength ranks above the middle in the world,

It is impossible to deploy tens of thousands of people around the world in a short period of time,

And there are tens of thousands of soldiers under the command of Dragon Hall,

And most of them are concentrated around Syria.

Therefore, in the Middle East, the Dragon Hall really doesn’t have to be afraid of breaking the
Warriors Den.

Wesley’s words made Leroy, 390 and others breathe a sigh of relief.

After all, they all have families and have just seen the dawn of changing their destiny.

Under such circumstances, they naturally want to see More hope, see a greater success rate.

If there is Dragon Hall behind it as support, then everyone can completely rest assured and stick
to it here.

Charlie said at this time: “Everyone must be clear about one thing.”



“No matter how well we can hide it now, this base will be exposed sooner or later,”

“But the exposure is not terrible. As long as we are fully prepared,”

“We can definitely avoid unnecessary casualties.”

Then, Charlie said again: “Listen well, once something happens to Reverend,”

“We will immediately evacuate everyone, but before evacuating,”

“You must completely destroy this base for me. I want Warriors Den to watch their hard work go
to waste!”

The value of this copper mine is not high, but the value of the underground project under the
copper mine,

Which is specially designed for dead soldiers, is immeasurable.

The construction cost of the entire underground project alone is estimated to start at one billion
US dollars,

And when various hardware equipment is included, the cost is even more astronomical.

The most important thing is that it takes a lot of time to quietly build such an underground
project,

And it may not be completed in eight or ten years.

This is the most distressing thing for the Warriors Den.

Leroy said: “Sir, with your permission, we can lay a blasting point underground in advance.”

“Once needed, we only need to fill the blasting point with high explosives to blow up the entire
underground fortification.”

“Once the underground is destroyed, there will be a huge subsidence area on the ground, and
the entire copper mine will have almost no rescue value.”
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390 immediately agreed and said: “Yes, sir, the daily mining of copper mines is to use blasting
and excavation.”



“There are a lot of emulsion explosives in charge there,”

“As long as enough explosives are pre-buried on the key support positions,”

“The entire underground can be blown up!”

Charlie nodded slightly and said: “In that case, let’s do it in advance. Get it ready.”

After that, he turned to look at Wesley and his master Jackson Roy, and ordered:“Wesley, your
master will be the commissioner here from now on, Responsible for coordinating the operation
of the entire copper mine, For the control of explosives and the response to crisis situations, You
organize a team from the Hall and set up a special force team.”

“The special force team will be managed by your master, And it will be fully responsible for the
daily security of the entire copper mine.”

“Once you find out the day the special envoy who came here is no longer Reverend,”

“You immediately implement the evacuation plan.”

Wesley and Jackson said in unison: “Your subordinates obey!”

Jackson asked: “Mr. Wade, as you said, once the special envoy is no longer Reverend,”

“Are we going to kill the new special envoy?”

“Yes!” Charlie said firmly: “Once we find out that the special envoy has changed,”

“Put him in the copper mine. Once he enters the copper mine,”

“The special forces will attack him immediately,”

“And he and his followers must be killed in the shortest possible time!”

As he said, Charlie explained again: “Everyone, listen to my next order!”

The crowd immediately got attentive and waited for Charlie’s next words.

Charlie looked at Jackson, and asked loudly with a resolute expression:

“Once the killing is successful,”



“Jackson must immediately convey the message to Wesley within 30 seconds without any
delay. Can you do it?”

Jackson clasped his fists in both hands, bowed, and said,“Mr. Wade, don’t worry, if I delay for a
second, please come and see me!”

Charlie nodded and continued: “After receiving the news, you must send a ship to Cyprus within
half an hour.”

“The ship must be large enough to take everyone back to Syria,”

“And there must be enough concealment means to prevent any clues from being traced by the
other party.”

“Can you do it?”

Wesley immediately said loudly: “Don’t worry, master,”

“This subordinate will definitely complete all the arrangements!”

“Okay!” Charlie looked at Jackson again, and ordered:

“Once you kill him successfully, pass the information to Wesley,”

“We must immediately synchronize the information to the Cavalry guards and dead soldiers in
the shortest possible time,”

“And at the same time dispatch special forces to start planting explosives,”

“At the blasting points that have been laid in advance, and prepare for the blasting, can you do
it?”

Jackson bowed again and said, “Return to Mr. Wade, this subordinate can do it!”

“Okay!” Charlie looked at Cavalry Guard Leroy, and ordered:

“Leroy, once you receive the news, immediately notify all Cavalry Guard’s family members,”

“Prepare to evacuate, and at the same time you personally lead,”

“The elite soldiers of the Cavalry Guards to dispatch quietly,”

“To control all the people on the freighter in the shortest possible time,”



“And ensure that they cannot transmit any information to the outside world,”

“In a short period of time, can you do it?”

Leroy without hesitation resolutely replied:

“Don’t worry, sir, this subordinate will not disgrace the mission!”
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Charlie nodded, looked at the dead man Thirty-nine-zero again, and ordered:

“Thirty-nine, once you receive the news,”

“Immediately organize all the dead men and their families to prepare for evacuation.”

“You live deep underground, and you must be careful when evacuating.”

“In the case of ensuring speed and efficiency,”

“Make sure in an orderly manner and never panic!”

“And you must ensure that the elderly, children, and women evacuate first.”

“If others dare to preempt, they will be killed. Can you do it?”

Thirty-nine zero said respectfully: ” Don’t worry, sir,”

“390 will guarantee with my head, and will never disclose anything!”

Charlie nodded slightly in satisfaction and said:

“At that time, as long as you can kill the new special envoy and control the people on the
freighter in the shortest time,”

“In theory At least half a day can be bought for the evacuation,”

“Which is twelve hours, which is also the time required for the freighter to unload and reload;”

“As long as we seize the opportunity, we will be able to withdraw without a trace;”

“After everyone has withdrawn, the special forces left behind,”



“Will be responsible for blowing up the entire copper mine!”

“At that time, The huge explosion will definitely attract the attention of the local people first,”

“Once they intervene, it will be very difficult for the Warriors Den to follow up and investigate.”

“Moreover, this kind of explosion will completely destroy the entire underground,”

“And at the same time form hundreds of meters deep barrier,”

“Making it impossible for them to investigate in depth hundreds of meters underground;

“So as long as we don’t leave any clues when we withdraw,”

“These thousands of people will seem to have evaporated in the eyes of the Warriors Den.”

“They can rack their brains and couldn’t figure out how these people did it,”

“Let alone how these people broke through the shackles of the antidote.”

“By that time, I’m afraid that the Warriors Den will be the first,”

“To be frightened to the point of sh!t. It must be a huge blow!”

Speaking of this, Charlie paused slightly, and said with a smile:

“The above is our plan to overthrow the nest!”

Charlie’s plan to overthrow the nest is complete and meticulous,”

“And the execution rate is high enough, and he has given everyone a very clear division of
labor.”

“As long as these people can follow his orders at critical moments,”

“Every Individual performs their tasks in an orderly manner,”

“So they must be able to make a perfect response in the shortest possible time.”

Moreover, Charlie believes that once the day comes for the implementation of the plan to
overthrow the nest,

It will definitely be a huge blow to the Warriors Den.



At that moment, the Warriors Den will realize that the poison they use to control,All members
have been cracked, and its interior will first fall into chaos, And people’s hearts will definitely
change.

To the Warriors Den, it would be like a person who had been invulnerable to a knife and a gun,
Suddenly had an arm broken by a sudden bullet.

Everyone was very excited at this time because they knew that Charlie’s plan, To overthrow the
nest would be put into action sooner or later, it was just a matter of time.

Once this plan is really launched, it will be their first step in revenge against the organization!

At this time, Charlie said to May 47 who came from Syria with Wesley:

“47, from now on, you stay here, you are the same as 390, you are a dead soldier, Living with
them must be more comfortable for you.”

May 47 said respectfully: “Thank you, Mr. Wade!”
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Seeing May 47’s hesitant appearance, Charlie said: “Don’t worry, maybe the next slain garrison
that we take over will be the one where your wife, children, and family members are, But you
have to understand that there is no rush for this matter, And the flaws will be exposed again
when it is cleared up.”

May 47 said with a smile With tears in his eyes,

“Thank you, Mr. Wade, for caring about this subordinate’s wife and children. Judging from your
words, it’s worth the death of these subordinates!”

Charlie smiled slightly, and said: “Live well, and live to see your wife and children.”

May 47 nodded heavily with tears in his eyes.

Charlie immediately said to Thirty-Nine Zero:

“May 47 is a hard-working person just like you, and I will leave him in your care from now on.”

Thirty-Nine Zero said without hesitation:

“Don’t worry, sir, the subordinates will definitely take care of him.”



“Okay.” Charlie nodded, waved his hands, and said,

“Okay, you guys go out first, Wesley and Jackson stay back.”

The others got up one after another, respectfully leaving.

In the office, only Wesley and his master Jackson were left.

Charlie looked at Jackson, and said calmly:

“Mr. Roy, I have one very important matter that I want to leave to you.”

Jackson quickly stood up, bowed, and said, “Mr. Wade Go all out!”

Charlie nodded, and said: “All the dead soldiers, as well as the Cavalry guards,”

“After the poison in their bodies is removed, their actual combat capabilities have dropped a lot.”

“It is also a kind of continuously accumulating energy,”

“Which can enhance their strength to a certain extent,”

“So I hope you can take out the energy with which you taught Wesley,”

“And treat these dead soldiers and Cavalry guards as your own apprentices,”

“Teach them the real martial arts.”

Jackson immediately blurted out: “Okay Mr. Wade,”

“This subordinate will definitely teach them with all I have learned, and will never hide anything!”

Charlie was very satisfied with his attitude,

Most of them People in martial arts cherish the arts they practice very much, And they are
unwilling to pass them on to strangers under any circumstances.

Moreover, martial arts skills are not only the undisclosed secret of a fighter, But also a detailed
summary of all his martial arts characteristics.

If one’s martial arts skills are mastered by the enemy.

The chances of the enemy defeating him will be greatly increased.



Therefore, in the field of martial arts, most of the martial arts methods are not passed on to the
outside world, But are only passed on to one’s own descendants and clan members.

And for some martial arts sects, they will also divide martial arts skills into several parts.

The outer disciples can only learn a small piece of fur, While the inner disciples can learn some
essence, But if he really want to learn the sect.

All mental methods in the sect must be exposed to the most trustworthy closed disciples to be
possible.

Charlie asked Jackson to teach these dead men and Cavalry guards.

Even if a normal person would agree, he would definitely hesitate and even struggle.

However, Jackson didn’t hesitate at all, and he didn’t intend to hide his secrets.

Just from this point, it can be seen that this person is sincerely obedient and full of sincerity.

So, Charlie nodded, looked at him, and asked with a smile:

“you’ve been trapped in the Ming Realm for so many years, shouldn’t you be very anxious?”

“Yes…” Jackson nodded sincerely and said:

“I’ve been trapped for decades, and it’s really worrying.”
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Jackson at this point continued with utter disappointment: “If it weren’t for my eagerness to
break through,”

“I’m afraid I wouldn’t be in a hurry.”

“I know that drinking poison (zhèn) to quench my thirst,”

“But I still decided to join the Warriors Den…”

Charlie nodded slightly, and said indifferently:

“Breakthrough is about talent, but more about chance.”

“If you don’t have enough talent, no matter how hard you try,”



“You may not be able to become a master of the dark realm.”

“If you don’t have the opportunity, even if you hang around outside the door for decades,”

“You will still be able to become a master of the dark world.”

“You may not be able to find the way to get started.”

Jackson said with shame: “What Mr. Wade said is true.”

“This subordinate is not talented enough,”

“And the opportunity has not yet arrived.”

“Unlike Wesley, who can get the greatness bestowed by Mr. Wade at a young age…”

Wesley looked at the humble and ashamed expression of his master, feeling distressed and
grateful at the same time.

His heart ached because he saw his master wasting away for so many years but failed to fulfill
my wish;

Grateful as he was fortunate because he had taken at least 30 years fewer detours than him.

Life is only more than a hundred years,

And the detours of 30 to 50 years have been avoided.

The significance of this is so great that it can no longer be described in words.

Charlie chuckled at this time and said:

“The special envoy of the Warriors Den is a master of the dark realm,”

“And the Jiedu envoy before you is also a master of the dark realm.”

“After Wesley and I leave, you are the master of the dark realm,”

“Theoretically the highest commander, if you can’t reach the dark realm,”

“Doesn’t it seem that we are worse than Warriors Den…”

Jackson said with an even more ashamed expression when he heard this:



“Mr. Wade, the subordinate is not strong enough, and they are holding me back!”

Wesley on the side heard Charlie’s implication And seeing that his master was still confused, he
urged a little impatiently: “Master, thank Mr. Wade for your promotion!!”

“Ah?” Jackson was taken aback,

Obviously, he still didn’t understand what Wesley meant.

Wesley was already a little anxious, and hurriedly said:“Master, you don’t know Mr. Wade, he
can say that, This is to wish you a helping hand and help you break through!”

After finishing speaking, he immediately knelt in front of Charlie, and said in fear:

“Mr. Wade, I think I’m not smart, so I don’t know if I may have misunderstood what you mean.”

“If I really misunderstand, I hope you can forgive me!”

Charlie nodded and smiled: “You are right, That’s exactly what I mean.”

No matter how dull Jackson was, he had already understood by this time.

Hearing that Charlie had affirmed Wesley’s guess, He quickly knelt on the ground, choked with
gratitude, and said,“Subordinate… Thank you Mr. Wade for your generosity!”

Charlie nodded, he took out two blood-scattering and heart-saving pills from his pocket,

Handed them directly in front of Jackson, and said with a smile: “Take the medicine immediately,
Close your eyes and let the power of the medicine spread to all meridians, And when you open
your eyes again, You will be a master of the dark realm!”
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For those who sincerely follow him, Charlie is never stingy.

The first time Wesley led all the generals of the Dragon Hall to Waderest Mountain,

Despite such deep hatred, Charlie repaired his meridians after he broke him,

And even helped him step into the Ming realm full circle,

And then even help him directly into the Dark realm.



Now, Jackson is sincere and unreserved, so naturally, he should also help him.

What’s more, Jackson had been trapped in the Ming realm for thirty years,

So if he could help him achieve a breakthrough at this time,

It would definitely be the greatest favor of his life to him.

Therefore, Charlie planned to take advantage of this opportunity to do him a favor.

At this moment, Jackson was still grateful deep inside,

And when he heard Charlie say that he would be able to break through,

To the Dark Realm by taking the medicine, his entire body trembled uncontrollably.

With trembling hands, he shivered and took the pill Charlie bestowed,

Then his whole body fell to the ground and bowed,“Mr. Wade’s this great benevolence, this
subordinate will never forget it!”

Charlie blandly said, “Quickly take the medicine,”

“The Dragon Hall also really needs more Dark Realm experts!”

Jackson heavily nodded his head, then glanced at the two pills in his hand,

And put them into his mouth without a second thought.

Immediately afterward, he experienced the most miraculous moment in his life.

The two actual pills suddenly turned into pure energy at the moment of entrance to his mouth,

And suddenly gushed into his dantian.

And at this time, Jackson in his dantian could not expect that there would be such a powerful
surge of energy.

This feeling, as if the upstream suddenly broke the dam,

And a huge amount of flood water rushed into a small reservoir downstream,

Such powerful energy, which can be carried by a small reservoir.



So, after the energy quickly filled up his dantian,

It started to rush from the dantian to his eight channels.

The eight meridians were already open, but the degree of openness varied,

And the best-conditioned meridian was only 70% open.

But this force is surging and overwhelming, directly impacting his meridians more unimpeded!

Jackson’s heart was shocked and overjoyed!

He finally understood why Wesley was able to make breakthroughs,

One after another in such a short period of time.

With this divine medicine, breaking through to the Dark Realm was as easy as a snap!

At this moment, Charlie’s voice rang in Jackson’s ears,

“Hurry up and guide and absorb this medicinal power, don’t waste it!”

As soon as Jackson heard this, he immediately put in twelve percent of his energy,

Fully guiding the surging medicinal power, which was constantly working in his meridians.

Ten minutes later, he finally absorbed the surging power gradually,

And at this time, he finally discovered that his Dantian,

As well as the eight meridians, and even the muscles and bones of his whole body,

All had undergone earth-shaking changes!
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Jackson could clearly feel that his strength had taken a big step forward,

And even his control of his own internal dantian and meridians had greatly improved.

Previously, he was like a handicapped person with poor eyesight,

Who could only see the state of his body in a haze, but now,



He felt like he had a new pair of healthy eyes, and could see the situation inside his body at a
glance.

This all-around improvement made him marvel, but also excited to the point of tears.

He couldn’t help but think in his heart,

“So this is what the Dark Realm feels like ……”

“Everything has become stronger and clearer, compared to before, it’s simply a qualitative
improvement!”

“If I didn’t enter the door of the Dark Realm,”

“You will never be able to experience such a wonderful feeling in a lifetime!”

“I’ve waited for thirty years, and now it’s all worth it!”

Thinking of this, Jackson opened his eyes,

In the haze of tears, he saw Charlie’s face,

So he once again bent down and bowed, choking with excitement,

“Mr. Wade …… thank you for the opportunity you have bestowed on this subordinate!”

“This subordinate …… has finally broken through to the dark realm!”

Charlie smiled faintly and said seriously:

“The Dark Realm is just a new beginning,”

“The road ahead is even more difficult and farther than the decades you’ve walked before.”

“Another thirty to fifty years would be required.”

Speaking here, Charlie suddenly turned, and said seriously:

“However, the longer you live, the more effort you need to put in,”

“Ordinary people retire at the age of sixty to take care of themselves,”

“But martial artists, having the pursuit of cultivation,”



“I’m afraid that at the age of 160 still have to work hard to cultivate,”

“Life can not be easy, after this long road,”

“You and Wesley should be prepared for an adequate psychological heap.”

“This is definitely a pain that is difficult for ordinary people to experience.”

Jackson said respectfully, “Mr. Wade don’t worry,”

“Since the day I stepped into the door of martial arts,”

“I have already had a firm belief, the path of martial arts,”

“The road is long and far, I will go up and down and seek!”

Charlie nodded gently and said indifferently,

“From today onwards, teach these dead soldiers and Cavalry Guards well,”

“There will be a battle with the Warriors Den in the future,”

“How much chance you have of surviving depends in large part on how better you can teach
them.”

Jackson said respectfully, “I understand!”

“Please rest assured, Mr. Wade, from today onwards,”

“I will teach them wholeheartedly without any reservations!”

Charlie faintly breathed a sigh of relief and spoke,

“Alright, go and bring in the original commissioner,”

“At least he is a Dark Realm expert, he cannot be wasted.”

“This subordinate obeys!”

Jackson quickly brought in the commissioner, who had been completely controlled by Charlie,
from outside.



Chapter 5035

This person’s cultivation level, although he was already in the Dark Realm Two Heavens,

Still, he became a puppet of Charlie at this time.

After that person came in, he stood in front of Charlie respectfully,

As if he was a robot waiting for orders.

Charlie looked at him and asked with interest, “What’s your name?”

The man immediately said respectfully, “Back to sir, my name is Zyron Ni.”

Charlie asked again, “How did you become this commissioner?”

Zyron replied, “I am from the Warrior camp,”

“And after I came out of the Warrior camp,”

“I first traveled to various continents before I was assigned here as a commissioner.”

Charlie asked him curiously,

“The Warriors Den is so strict in management, how come they let you travel around?”

Zyron said, “Sir, traveling is a necessary process for everyone who comes out of the Warrior
Camp.”

“The organization lets us travel around so that we can look for people,”

“Who are talented in martial arts and convince them to join the Warriors Den.”

Charlie sneered: “So it is to pull heads everywhere,”

“It seems that the Warriors Den is very short of people.”

“Yes.” Zyron nodded and said, “In these few years,”

“There are fewer and fewer members of the Warrior camp,”

“And there are fewer and fewer martial geniuses with the potential to step into the Dark Realm,”

“So that’s why the organization has us traveling around to find suitable talents.”



Charlie nodded, pointed at Jackson, and ordered,“Zyron, from today on, I want you to never
leave this copper mine, Always follow his instructions, do whatever he tells you to do, If
someone wants to oppose him, you must be the first to defend him with your life, Even if you
die, you have to be fearless, understand?”

Zyron nodded his head without hesitation and said, “I understand!”

Charlie nodded slightly and said to Jackson,

“This person’s strength has reached the Dark Realm Two Heavens, He will stay by your side to
be your helper.”

Jackson said, “Mr. Wade, Wesley is in more need of people,”

“This person’s cultivation level is even above my master and disciple, Why don’t you let him stay
by Wesley’s side and work for the Dragon Hall!”

Charlie waved his hand and said indifferently:

“Dragon Hall and your situation is different, The Dragon Hall in the Middle East has become the
ground snake, Even the Warriors Den must weigh, but your place is different,”

“Killing opportunities, in case the Warriors Den replaced a special envoy stronger than
Reverend,”

“With you two dark realm experts here,”

“The chances of winning are also greater, it is better to keep him in your place.”

Jackson heard this argument, also no longer insisted,

Arching his hand and said, “This subordinate obeys the arrangements of the master!”

……
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Ten o’clock in the morning.

Reverend, who was the special envoy, was sent to the pier by the caravan together with his
male pets.



Since the members inside the copper mine still needed to conceal their identities,

In the normal send-off session, the commissioner and others would not get off.

Therefore, Jackson did not get out of the car at this time either.

He watched as Reverend and his male friend got off the car,

And watched as the two of them stepped onto the freighter.

The guards on the freighter and the crew, when they saw Reverend,

Bowed to him with great respect,

And shouted good morning to the special envoy with a respectful face.

But Reverend seldom responded, at most, just a hint,

And then headed towards his office without looking back.

After entering the room with his male pet,

The captain came to the door, knocked, and said respectfully,“Lord Envoy, our cargo has been
loaded, do you think we should leave the port?”

At this moment, Reverend had triggered the strong hint that Charlie had left deep inside him,

He only knew that everything was as usual in the copper mine,

There was nothing abnormal, and he himself had successfully completed this delivery of
medicine,

As well as the on-site review and this routine mission had been successfully concluded.

So he said indifferently, “Since the goods are all loaded, let’s just set off.”

“Okay, lord!” The captain responded and hurriedly said,

“Then this subordinate will arrange to set sail!”

The cargo ship, which had been moored in the harbor all night, finally began to set sail and
leave.



Reverend, as well as his male pets,

Both had completely forgotten about what happened in the copper mine at this time.

It is also Charlie’s psychological implication with skillful, And triggering conditions that maximally
ensured that Reverend looks the same as usual at such times.

When the cargo ship disappeared at sea level,

Charlie was also ready to depart back to Lebanon, together with Wesley.

The affairs related to the station had already been arranged, And in the future, this station would
be jointly managed by Jackson, The master of Wesley, as well as Leroy, The cavalry guard, and
390, the dead soldier leader.

Their common superior, however, was Wesley.

Wesley left them a way to contact each other online, And asked Jackson to call Leroy and 390
to give a routine report to him together once a day.

Once everything was arranged, Charlie stepped on the speedboat back to Lebanon together
with Wesley.

After sailing, Charlie said to Wesley, “Wesley, when we arrive in Lebanon later, “I will fly back to
the United States directly, so you should pay more attention to things here.”

Wesley said without thinking, “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, this subordinate will not let anything go
wrong here.”

“Good.” Charlie nodded with satisfaction and said,

“After you go back, let the brothers of Dragon Hall above the six-star, Go all out for closed-door
cultivation, Make sure to build their respective foundations firmly!”

Saying that, Charlie said: “Within this year, the dark realm experts of the Dragon Hall, Must be
more than five! Right now, Apart from you and your master, there are still three people missing!”

“You tell them to fill the space for these three, I will select the three with the best qualifications,
The most stable foundation, and the most diligent cultivation from among them, And help them
break through to the Dark Realm!”

“Whoever works the hardest will have the possibility to become one of these three!”
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“Adding three more Dark Realm experts?!”

Wesley was a bit stunned by Charlie’s words, and his jaw dropped.

Although he was already a Dark Realm expert now, he knew very well in his heart just how rare
a Dark Realm expert was.

It was not an exaggeration to say that Wesley had not seen a single one, who could break
through the Dark Realm by his own cultivation.

The first is himself, he could break through the dark realm, all thanks to Charlie.

The second is his master, whose thirty years of work failed to break through, who relied on
Charlie to give them the opportunity to finally be able to wish.

As for Reverend, the special envoy of the Warriors Den, and Zyron, the commissioner, they
were also trained by the Warrior Camp of the Warriors Den.

Therefore, so far, Wesley has not heard of any Dark Realm expert who broke through by
themselves.

Because of this, when he heard that Charlie was going to add three more Dark Realm experts
to Front, his whole body was shocked and happy, and he couldn’t even believe his ears.

In Wesley’s opinion, if the organization could have five Dark Realm experts, the overall strength
would definitely cross a brand new level again, which is definitely a great good thing.

Thus, he gratefully and excitedly said to Charlie,“Mr. Wade, if your subordinate tells this good
news to the brothers, Who are six-star war generals or above, they will definitely be very
excited!”

Charlie nodded slightly and said indifferently,“The establishment of the Warrior Camp by the
Warriors Den is indeed a wonderful move!”

“Unlike the dead soldiers, those who are able to join the Warrior Camp, Are almost all Ming
Realm Great Perfection level experts,And what is even more valuable is that the Warriors Den
does not need to imprison or enslave them at all, They only need to tell them that the Warrior
Camp can make them Dark Realm experts,And they themselves will rush to join the Warriors
Den, And they can also make them take the poison voluntarily.”

Saying that Charlie said with a serious expression “The biggest advantage of the Warrior camp
Is that he simply does not need to train from within their own little to select But can be selected



from among the world’s martial artists, They do not underestimate the merit of this selection, It
can directly set the screening threshold to the ceiling, greatly saving energy and time.”

Wesley also could not help but sigh,“They make every case expert must enter the world to travel
and discover talents for the Warrior Camp,This move is also very subtle, these dark realm
experts,Can easily see all martial artists of Ming realm great consummation,And below Ming
realm great consummation cultivation, in this way,As long as there is a Ming realm great
consummation found by them, It is difficult for them to refuse the bait of becoming a dark realm
expert.”

Charlie agreed and said, “This is also something worth learning, The Hall should also gradually
set up an internal institution that specializes in training Dark Realm experts, The first stage can
be selected from within, and in the second stage, It can be like the Warrior Camp of the Warriors
Den, Looking for suitable targets around the world.”

After saying that, Charlie added: “Regarding this matter, I will go back and think about it, and try
to put it on the agenda as soon as possible.”

Wesley respectfully said, “Okay Mr. Wade, this subordinate will wait for your instructions!”

……
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At noon, the speedboat Charlie and Wesley were on had arrived in Beirut, the capital of
Lebanon.

In order not to delay, Charlie took the Concorde directly from Beirut back to the United States.

And Wesley also returned to the headquarters in Syria after Charlie’s plane took off.

The Mighty Warriors Den did not know that they had permanently lost their base in Cyprus.

A few hours later, Charlie returned to Providence, to his wife’s side.

Claire only thought that her husband had finished reading feng shui for another client,
But she did not know that he had spent the past few days bouncing around Northern Europe,
Syria, Lebanon, and Cyprus in order to fight the most mysterious and powerful organization in
the world.

After returning to Providence, it coincided with the end of Claire’s master class at the Rhode
Island School of Design.



The Rhode Island School of Design had prepared a special ceremony for the master class,And
Claire had shared it with Charlie two days in advance, Asking him to accompany her to the
ceremony.

Charlie naturally did not refuse, his wife, after all, they had studied hard in the master class for
more than a month and was looking at graduation, So he must accompany her and attend the
closing ceremony together, Which would also be considered a successful conclusion to this tour
in the United States.

The closing ceremony was scheduled for Friday night, And Claire was already returning to her
home, So she wanted to check out of the room early Saturday morning and embark on the
return journey.

He did not hesitate to agree to this, And had the Wade family’s Concorde ready to take off from
New York early Saturday morning.

The main reason for taking off from New York is that Charlie still has to go to the hospital of the
Joules family, to pick up his mother-in-law who is recovering in the hospital.

In addition, Mrs. Lewis, Lisa, and Claudia had asked him that they would return to China
together with the couple after Claire’s studies were over.

Mrs. Lewis and Lisa will help him to the large orphanage he invested in after they go back.

As for Claudia, who already has no relatives,
Charlie also promised her that he would find a way to arrange for her to study at the University,
So that she can put down roots in his city in the future.

There are many direct flights from Vancouver, Canada to New York, USA and Charlie intends to
return home from New York, so he can meet the three of them in New York first.

The time soon arrived on Friday.
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Claire finished all the classes at noon and returned to the hotel.

Once she entered the room, she couldn’t hide her excitement and said to Charlie,“Honey, our
classes are all over!”

Charlie smiled and asked her, “How do you feel after the whole master class?”



“Very good!” Claire could not help but sigh,“The heritage of the top design schools, as well as
the thinking of the top design masters, It is difficult for a small designer like me to learn to
understand on their own, It is like those who study classical music, you have to go to the top
classical music schools like Curtis, Juilliard, in order to realize how big the gap between self and
the world’s top.”

Saying that she with a self-deprecating smile said seriously,“In fact, I feel, I am such a small
student, suddenly came to this kind of top hall, Not at all like to learn something, but more like a
pilgrimage.”

Charlie smiled gently and encouraged: “Do not think so, I have always felt that you have the
talent to become a world-class designer, You are still young, and have not yet ushered in the
thick and thin time, the masters of various industries are generally in the age of 40 or 50 years
old before they start to make a fortune, You are still so young, must not look down on yourself,
Maybe when you are forty years old, You will be able to become the world’s top female
designers, At that time, I will really lie flat at home to eat with the earnings of my wife.”

Claire couldn’t help but laugh out loud and said shyly,“I’m afraid that before I become a
world-class design master, You’ll already be a world-class feng shui master.”

Charlie laughed: “If Bill Gates asks me to read feng shui, then I really have to think about it.”

Claire curiously asked: “Why honey, Bill Gates asks you to read feng shui and you have to
consider?”

Charlie laughed: “Who came all the way to the United States to serve him ah, If he buys a villa
back in China, maybe I will still consider seeing it.”

Claire couldn’t help but laugh out loud and said, “You, you said you were fat and you’re really
panting!”

After saying that, she remembered her mother, and asked her, “By the way husband, how is
mom doing in New York in the end, these days I make video calls, she always does not answer,
must be converted to voice before willing to talk to me a few words, I always think she is not
hiding something from me.”

Charlie thought: “Of course, she has something to hide from you, You certainly can not imagine,
she broke her leg again, Right now this Bedford Hills ghost is in the hospital in New York to
recuperate, If you video call her, will it not leak the stuffing?”

Chapter 5040



However, Charlie smiled and comforted,“You, do not think too much, Mom’s style of action you
do not know, We are the two ordinary people, simply can't figure her out, Anyway, tomorrow we
will return to the country, she certainly will not stay alone in the United States.”

Claire nodded and asked, “By the way, husband, have you fixed the tickets?”

Charlie shook his head and said, “No need to book air tickets, Miss Joules just happens to have
a plane to return to China, So she can take us back by the way.”

Claire was surprised and asked, “Miss Joules? Is it the Joules family’s Miss Michaela Joules?”

“Right.” Charlie nodded: “Yes, it is her, Some time ago that ba5tard of their family Patrick Joules
really brought a big trouble for them, I went to help her change the feng shui, so that the Joules
family could survive the crisis, Miss Joules has been very grateful, She knows that we will soon
return to the country, So she took the initiative to let us take her plane on our way back.”

Because there were more people going back together this time, So Charlie did not intend to
take so many people to take an ordinary civilian airliner.

However, his own Concorde is really eye-catching, Not only do I have to explain it to Claire. But
the mother-in-law’s love to show off is also a big problem,

Sitting in a Gulfstream she cannot stop posting online statuses.

If they take the Concorde, it is estimated that she will do it for a week.

So think about it, Charlie plans to let Michaela randomly arrange a plane, he is that close to her,
about this small matter, he is not embarrassed to ask.

When Claire heard that Charlie was going to take Michaela’s plane back, her expression was a
bit complicated for a while.

When she first met Michaela, Michaela was still using her other identity.

It was only when Claire saw Michaela on TV that she realized that the person,She thought was
her “best friend” hadn’t even told her true identity.

However, Claire was not angry, after all, she also knew that Michaela’s status was unattainable,
And she, as a small entrepreneur from an ordinary family, was a hundred thousand miles away
from her,So it was rare that she could use another identity to make friends with herself, Not to
mention that she also helped her to get a valuable master class slot.

The only thing that she is not happy about is the fact that Michaela has suddenly evaporated,
Without leaving any clues from the friend she had been talking to.



Claire’s friends are not many, and after you make heartfelt friends, No one expects the other
party to evaporate without any clue,
and you later find that even the identity is false, which makes her heart, more or less, have
some blow.

Thinking of this, she could not help but ask: “Okay husband, Miss Joules will return to the
country with us?”

Charlie shook his head: “She shouldn’t, what’s wrong?”

Claire sighed lightly and sighed, “It’s okay, friends are friends after all, as long as everything
goes well for her, it’s good.”


